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1. Introduction 
The transition from the description of the geographic distribution of individual linguistic 
features to a more abstract level of description intended to make generalizations on 
diatopic variation is now made possible by the use of dialectometric techniques that have 
proved particularly promising in the study of language variation in different languages and 
dialects, also typologically very distant: dialectometric studies have a tradition of over thirty 
years, since the pioneering studies of Seguy (1971) to the more recent analyses by Goebl 
(1984, 2005) and Nerbonne (Nerbonne et al. 1999, 2001). The greatest strength of this 
approach is to disregard the individual data that have contributed to the observed patterns 
of linguistic variation and the possibility of an “aggregate” analysis of increasingly large 
amounts of data, such as the entire corpus of a linguistic atlas. However, abstracting from 
the individual data is in danger of losing “the connection to the linguistic characterization” 
(Nerbonne, in press), aspect – this one - that makes dialectometric analyses not 
particularly interesting to the eye of the community of linguists and dialectologists. Michele 
Loporcaro (2009) effectively describes this view: “dialectometry measures the structural 
distances without passing through a rationalization of linguistic structure.” 
 
One response to such criticism has been advanced recently by Wieling and Nerbonne 
(2009, 2010), who used a technique of co-clustering (called “bipartite spectral graph 
partitioning”) to identify dialects on the basis of aggregate large corpus of dialect and 
simultaneously identifying the underlying linguistic basis. In particular, through this 
technique it is possible to understand which factors underly the identified patterns of 
dialectal variation, the role played by each of them and the weight associated with them. In 
this way, the gap between models of linguistic variation based on quantitative analyses 
and more traditional analyses based on specific linguistic features is significantly reduced. 
Achieved results for Dutch dialects turned out to be particularly promising. 
 
This report illustrates the application and specialization of the technique of “hierarchical 
bipartite spectral graph partitioning” (Wieling and Nerbonne, 2010) with respect to the 
dialectal corpus of the Atlante Lessicale Toscano („Lexical Atlas of Tuscany‟, henceforth 
ALT) and discusses achieved results. The analysis focuses on the level of phonetic 
variation: this is the level of analysis for which an aggregate analysis of the ALT dialectal 
corpus has provided divergent results compared to the analyses by Giannelli (1976, 2000) 
and Pellegrini (1977), as documented in Montemagni (2007, 2008). Phonetic variation in 
Tuscany thus provides a particularly challenging case study to test the potential of this new 
analysis technique to study models of linguistic variation. 
 
2. Construction of the experimental data set 
2.1. The data source  
This study on Tuscan phonetic variation is based on the corpus of dialectal data of the 
Atlante Lessicale Toscano (ALT, Giacomelli et al., 2000). ALT is a specially designed 
linguistic atlas in which dialectal data have both a diatopic and diastratic characterization. 
The adjectives qualifying this linguistic atlas in its name are “lexical” and “Tuscan”. ALT is 
lexical in the sense that its main focus is on lexical variation but this does not exclude that 
it contains valuable information for what concerns e.g. phonetic or morphological variation. 
ALT is Tuscan in the sense that it is a regional atlas focusing on dialectal variation within 
Tuscany, a region where both Tuscan and non-Tuscan dialects are spoken; the latter is 
the case of dialects in the north, namely Lunigiana and small areas of the Apennines (so-
called Romagna Toscana), which rather belong to the group of Gallo-Italian dialects.  
 
ALT interviews were carried out in 224 localities of Tuscany, with 2,193 informants 
selected with respect to a number of parameters ranging from age and socio-economic 
status to education and culture. The interviews were conducted by a group of trained 
fieldworkers who employed a questionnaire of 745 target items, designed to elicit variation 
mainly in vocabulary, semantics and phonetics. A dialectal corpus with these features 
lends itself to investigations concerning geographic or horizontal (diatopic) variation as well 
as social or vertical (diastratic) variation: in this study we will focus on the diatopic 
dimension of linguistic variation. ALT is now available as an on-line resource, ALT-Web 
(http://serverdbt.ilc.cnr.it/altweb/; for more details see Montemagni et al. 2006).  
 
ALT data were collected between 1974 and 1986, resulting in millions of responses 
(tokens) from the 2,193 speakers who were each asked 745 questions, corresponding to 
more than 84,000 different attested dialectal items (types). During the collection phase, the 
results of interviews carried out by the group of trained fielworkers were revised by the 
head of the project, Gabriella Giacomelli, in order to guarantee comparability of collected 
data and reduce as much as possible potentially misleading effects deriving from 
fieldworker‟s collection techniques or transcription peculiarities. 
 
In ALT, all dialectal items were phonetically transcribed. In order to ensure a proper 
treatment of these data, an articulated encoding schema was devised in ALT-Web in 
which all dialectal items are assigned different levels of representation: a first level 
rendering the original phonetic transcription as recorded by fieldworkers; other levels 
containing representations encoded in standard Italian orthography. In this multi-level 
representation scheme, dialectal data are encoded in layers of progressively decreasing 
detail going from phonetic transcription to different levels of orthographic representations 
eventually abstracting away from details of the speakers‟ phonetic realisation.  
 
For the specific concerns of this study, we will focus on the representation levels of a) 
phonetic transcription (henceforth, PT), and b) normalised representation (henceforth, NR) 
where the latter is the representation level meant to abstract away from within-Tuscany 
vital phonetic variation.  
 
At the NR level a wide range of phonetic variants is assigned the same normalised form: 
e.g. words such as [], [], [], [], [], [], 
[], [], [] etc. (denoting a traditional type of bread, flat and crispy, 
seasoned on top with salt and oil) are all assigned the same normalised form, SCHIACCIATA. 
Note that at this level neutralisation is only concerned with phonetic variants resulting from 
productive phonetic processes: this is the case, for instance, of variants involving 
spirantization or voicing of plosives like /t/, as in [] and [d]. On the 
contrary, there are word forms like [] and [] (meaning „rennet‟) which are 
assigned distinct NRs, CAGLIO and GAGLIO respectively: this follows from the fact that the 
[] vs [] alternation in word-initial context represents a no longer productive phonetic 
process in Tuscany. It should also be noted that the NR level does not deal with 
morphological variation (neither inflectional nor derivational). This entails that words such 
as [(singular) and [ (plural) as well as [ (diminutive) are all 
assigned different NFs. Currently, NR is the most abstract representation level in ALT-
Web. 
 
2.2. Dialectal data selection 
For this study of phonetic variation, phonetic transcription was taken as the starting point. 
The alignment of the different representation levels was exploited to automatically extract 
all attested phonetic variants of the same normalised word form (henceforth, NF). In 
practice, the various phonetic realisations of the same lexical unit were identified by 
selecting all phonetically transcribed dialectal items sharing the same NF, as exemplified 
in Table 1 for the normalised form SCHIACCIATA. 
 
Location Phonetic variant NF 
15 Vergemoli [c] 
SCHIACCIATA 
16 Pieve Fosciana [c] 
18 San Pellegrino in Alpe [c], [] 
19 Brandeglio [c], [] 
22 Prunetta [] 
23 Orsigna [], [c], [] 
24 Spedaletto [] 
25 Castello di Sambuca [c] 
28 Barberino di Mugello [], [] 
… … … 
Table 1 – Excerpt from the experimental data set used for this study 
 
Since the ALT-Web normalised representation level does not abstract away from either 
morphological variation or no longer productive phonetic processes, we can be quite sure 
that phonetic distances calculated against phonetic variants of the same NF testify vital 
phonetic processes only, without influence from any other linguistic description level (e.g. 
morphology). 
 
In particular, the whole set of 34,912 normalised forms attested in the ALT dialectal corpus 
was taken into account. For 20,671 normalised forms (59.20%) attested variation (if any) 
occurs within a single locality; on the other hand, there are 4,688 normalised forms 
(13.42%) showing no phonetic variation at all, in spite of their being attested in different 
locations (with geographical coverage ranging from 2 to 206). Since both cases are of no 
value in assessing diatopic phonetic variation, they have been removed from the data set 
which served as the basis of this study. There remained 9,553 normalised forms having at 
least two different phonetic realisations and being attested in at least two different 
locations. The graph in Figure 1 shows the geographical coverage and the phonetic 
variability range for the selected 9,553 normalised forms.  
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Figure 1 - Geographical coverage and phonetic variability range for the selected 9,553 
normalised forms 
 
Geographical coverage ranges between 2 and 223, and phonetic variability between 2 and 
34: it should be noted, however, that within this set only 3,397 normalised forms (i.e. 
35.55%) are attested in at least 10 different locations and only 1,920 show a phonetic 
variability range greater than 4 (corresponding to only 20.09% of NFs).  
 
For the specific concern of this study, the following constraints have been enforced for the 
definition of the experimental data set: we focussed on dialectal items with a geographical 
coverage of at least 100 locations and showing at least 5 phonetic variants, corresponding 
to 523 normalised forms (5.47% of the whole sample).  
 
The selected data set included adjectives, nouns and verbs. Due to the fact that in ALT 
verbal answers can be represented by different inflected forms (typically, the infinitival 
form, but also third person singular of the present indicative, or past participle) which are 
not always explicitly marked, we removed them from the experimental dataset in order to 
prevent potential noise deriving from verbal morphology. In this way, the set of selected 
normalised forms was reduced to 444 (4.64% of the whole set of diatopically varying NFs), 
including adjectives and nouns in the form of both single words and multi-word 
expressions. Note that selected multi-word expressions were represented by “frozen” word 
combinations, thus not showing variability due to the insertion/deletion of constituents. 
 
In order to test the representativity of the selected sample of 444 NFs with respect to the 
whole set of normalised forms having at least two phonetic variants attested in at least two 
locations (used in Montemagni, 2008), we measured the correlation between overall 
phonetic distances and phonetic distances focussing on the selected sample which turned 
out to be very high, with r=0.923. We can thus conclude that the selected sample can be 
usefully exploited to reliably study the patterns of phonetic variation in Tuscany.  
 
2.3. Using atlas data as a corpus 
From what has been said so far, it should be clear that here we are using atlas data in 
quite a peculiar way. Although this study is based on atlas data, it uses them as a corpus. 
This is to say that the dialectometric analysis of Tuscan phonetic variation here is not 
based on a predefined set of questionnaire items which were specifically designed to 
investigate the geographic distribution of phonetic features. Rather, it took the whole set of 
ALT attested lexical items, which were elicited from informants with quite different (mainly, 
lexico-semantic) purposes, and used it for studying phonetic variation.  
 
By using atlas data as a corpus, the problem of inherently subjective feature selection is 
significantly reduced, thus providing a more “realistic” linguistic signal (Szmrecsanyi, to 
appear, p.3). On the other hand, by using atlas data as a corpus one of the main 
advantages usually ascribed to atlas-based studies, namely the areal coverage of dialectal 
items, can no longer be taken for granted. As we have seen, the areal coverage of 
attested NFs ranges from 1 to 223 locations: to overcome this potential problem, we 
enforced a minimal areal coverage threshold, corresponding to 100 locations (see section 
2.2). 
 
2.4. Dialectal data preparation 
Having defined the extra-linguistic constraints which guided the definition of the 
experimental data set, all phonetic variants of the selected normalised forms were 
extracted. Extracted phonetic variants were enriched with information about the informants 
who attested them and were converted to IPA representation.  
 
2.4.1. Extracting informants information 
In previous studies based on ALT data (Montemagni 2007, 2008), phonetic variants of the 
same NF were used in a purely “categorical” way. This appears as a simplification, since 
the coordinates of each ALT item are not restricted to the location in which it was attested 
but also include the informants who testified it. This entails that for each attested phonetic 
variant we also know the number of informants who attested it, together with their socio-
cultural profile. 
 
For the specific concerns of this study, two different versions of the selected data set were 
generated, the first one containing frequency information associated with each phonetic 
variant token, and the second one also providing for each attested phonetic variant 
informants‟ features (age, education, profession). The format of the two versions of the 
data set is documented in Appendix 6.1. 
 
2.4.2. ALT-CDI to IPA conversion 
The phonetic alphabet used in the ALT project was a geographically specialized version of 
the Carta dei Dialetti Italiani (CDI) transcription system (Grassi et al., 1997), henceforth 
refererred to as CDI-ALT. This choice was in line with the Italian tradition of dialectological 
studies, which preferred the CDI transcription system with respect to the International 
Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Nowadays, this choice needs to be revised to make the ALT 
corpus usable by the wider international community of dialectologists and linguists. For this 
reason, the whole ALT corpus of phonetically transcribed data was converted into IPA.  
 
Appendix 6.2 provides the correspondence table between the CDI-ALT and IPA notations. 
In most part of the cases, a 1:1 correspondence can be found:  
- it can be the case that a CDI-ALT phonetic segment combined with one diacritic 
corresponds to an individual IPA phonetic segment (e.g. [À] > [ε]);  
- the reverse can also occur, whenever an individual CDI-ALT phonetic segment is 
converted into a IPA phonetic segment combined with a diacritic (e.g. [Ø] > [tʲ]). 
 
Interestingly enough, there are three different cases (highlighted in grey in the table) in 
which two different CDI-ALT segments are assigned the same IPA representation: this is 
the case of the weakened realization of palatal affricates, e.g. [â] and [®], whose 
representation coincides with the representation of the [Ç] and [Ð] CDI-ALT segments, i.e. 
the voiceless and voiced postalveolar fricatives [ʃ] and [ʒ].  
 
In ALT, phonetically transcribed data were represented through a hybrid encoding schema 
including both compositional and atomic representations which, depending on the task, 
were automatically converted into each other (Montemagni and Paoli 1989-90, pp. 36-43).   
 
Compositional representations (see column 6 in the Table in Appendix 6.2) encode each 
phonetic symbol with a basic sign which may be further specified through one or more 
diacritics (conveying information, for instance, about stress or nasality of vowels). This 
representation type was particularly convenient for inputting and editing ALT data since all 
different phonetic symbols (about 110) are encoded by means of a restricted number of 
codes (36 basic signs and 9 diacritics) belonging to the first 128 ASCII codes and which 
can be directly accessed through the computer keyboard. To be more concrete, the 
compositional representation of a word like [], or [¸__áêa] in terms of the CDI-
ALT notation, is <sti4aCCa8t5a> where letters represent basic signs and numbers 
diacritics: in the case at hand, „5‟ marks the spirantization of the voiceless dental occlusive, 
„8‟ indicates the stress and „4‟ represents a semivowel sound. This type of representation 
is particularly convenient for both sorting and retrieval tasks: in fact, if basic signs only are 
considered, it is possible to generalise over phonetic variants. Consider as an example the 
compositional representation of the word forms []/[¸__áêa] and 
[]/[¸__áta]: <sti4aCCa8t5a> and <sti4aCCa8ta> respectively. In both cases, the 
sequence of basic signs is the same, i.e. <stiaCCata>; this entails that a query starting 
from this sequence of bases will retrieve both of them.  
 
Atomic representations (see column 2 in the Table in Appendix 6.2), on the other hand, 
show a 1:1 correspondence between CDI-ALT phonetic symbols and computer codes; 
they were typically used for on-screen display and printing. So, to keep with the 
<sti4aCCa8t5a> example, the combination of each base together with its diacritics is 
encoded through a symbol which uniquely identifies it (e.g. t5>ê). 
 
The CDI-ALT to IPA conversion started from the compositional representation described 
above and was performed on the basis of 158 ordered conversion rules encoded as PERL 
regular expressions.  
 
2.5. Reference data preparation 
In the proposed analysis method, the phonetic variants recorded for each dialectal variety 
are compared with those attested in a reference variety (Wieling and Nerbonne, 2009), be 
it a standard language or a proto-language from which investigated dialects originate. The 
only prerequisite is that the reference language data should be available in the same 
transcription system as the dialectal material under study. 
 
For the specific concerns of this study, two different reference languages have been 
selected, namely standard Italian and Latin, where the former is taken to originate from 
specific varieties of Tuscan dialects whereas the latter can be seen as a kind of proto-
language from which Tuscan dialects originate. Different sets of experiments were 
performed by using respectively standard Italian and Latin as a reference. 
 
For what concerns Italian, the standard Italian phonetic realization of selected normalised 
forms was manually encoded. Note that due to the historical relatedness between stardard 
Italian and Tuscan dialects all phonetic variants attested in the reference langauge are 
also attested as phonetic variants attested in some ALT location. 
 
For what concerns Latin, we started from a subset of the 444 selected normalised forms 
(see section 2.2). In this case, the areal coverage constraint was increased to 150 
locations, resulting in a 340 normalised forms from which verbs and multi-word 
expressions (e.g. luna piena „full moon‟, al sole „in the sun‟) have been removed (for a total 
of 40 NFs). For the remaining 300 cases, we looked for the Latin etymology, if any.  
 
To this specific end, we used the Italian etymological dictionary by Manlio Cortelazzo and 
Paolo Zolli, “Dizionario Etimologico della Lingua Italiana”, 4 volumes, Bologna, Zanichelli, 
1979.  
 
All selected normalised forms were looked up in the reference dictionary and were 
classified as follows: 
 
1. Latin etymology; 
2. diminutive/augmentative forms of Latin words (provided that the used suffix is Latin 
as well); 
3. complex derivative of a Latin word (e.g. brinata „hoarfrost‟ from Lat. pruinam 'brina' 
Eng. „frost‟ ; castagnaccio „cake made out of chestnut flower‟ from Lat. castăneam 
„castagna‟ Eng. „chestnut‟); 
4. complex etymology (e.g. albicocca „apricot‟); 
5. uncertain or unknown etymology (e.g. afa „sultriness‟ or bischero „fool‟); 
6. non Latin etymology (e.g. grullo „silly‟, grattugia „grater‟); 
7. onomatopoeic words. 
 
Only cases 1 and 2 above were selected as a basis of this case study based on Latin as a 
proto-language.  
 
For the IPA encoding of Latin words, the grapheme to IPA conversion rules were based on 
Allen (2004). 
 
3. Method: adaptations and customizations  
A general description of the bipartite spectral graph partitioning method is provided in 
Wieling and Nerbonne (2009, 2010). The method can be seen as articulated into the 
following steps: 
 
1. obtaining, for each investigated location, the attested realization(s) of a given 
phonetic segment in a reference variety. The reference variety can be either a 
standard language or a proto-language; 
2. bipartite spectral graph partitioning of the data matrix Locations x Phonetic_features 
resulting from step 1);  
3. for each identified cluster of linguistic varieties, identify the most relevant features 
characterising it with respect to other clusters of varieties. 
 
In this section, we briefly summarise the peculiarities of the ALT dialectal data set and 
illustrate the customizations of the method which have been performed to deal with them. 
 
3.1. The ALT dialectal data set 
The data set which has been selected for this study has been described in detail in section 
2.2. Among its main features, it is worth pointing out here that the selected sample 
includes nouns and adjectives, both single words and multi-word expressions, testifying 
both productive phonetic processes and phonotactic processes. The focus is on the 
phonetic representation, including diacritics for a total of 109 different phonetic symbols. 
 
3.2. Adaptations and customizations of the method 
3.2.1. Enriching phonetic segment pairs with context information (Step 
1) 
In the adopted clustering method, each dialectal variety is described in terms of the 
attested phonetic realizations of a given phonetic segment with respect to a reference 
variety. Attested phonetic realizations are represented in terms of segment pairs where  
the phonetic segment attested in a given location Lx is associated with its realization in the 
reference variety R (either standard Italian or Latin): 
 
[phonetic_realization_in_R]:[phonetic_realization_in_Lx].  
 
For each selected NF (see section 2.2 above), phonetic segment pairs are obtained by 
aligning the phonetic realization in the reference variety R against the phonetic realizations 
recorded in the investigated varieties using the Levenshtein algorithm: alignments were 
induced by enforcing the syllabicity constraint on the basis of the PMI-based Levenshtein 
distance measure (Wieling et al., 2009).  
 
Due to the fact that in the ALT dataset the same segment pair could originate from 
different phonetic processes, we decided to enrich the representation of segment pairs 
with contextual information, as exemplified below: 
 
[L_contx|phonetic_realization_in_Ref|R_contx]:[L_contx|phonetic_realization_in_Lx|R_contx] 
  
Consider as an example the segment pairs involving a consonant C and its geminated 
counterpart, i.e. [C]-[C:]. As it can be observed in the following examples, the same 
segment pair could result from different phonetic processes: 
 
1. consonantal lengthening in intervocalic position 
a. [536] 225 Italiano 
[  6] 101 Pieve Santo Stefano 
   a     _     b     a     ʧ     ¡     o 
      a     _     b     a     ʧː    ¡     o 
 
b. [829] 225 Italiano 
[628] 198 Piancastagnaio 
    a     b     e     t     e 
      a     bː    e     t     e 
 
2. palatalization + consonantal lengthening 
a. [1013] 225 Italiano 
[847] 198 Piancastagnaio 
      a     l     b     e     r     o 
      a     j     bː    e     r     u 
 
b. [1141] 225 Italiano 
[872] 198 Piancastagnaio 
      f     a     r     i     n     a     _     d     o     l     ʧ     e 
      f     a     r     i     n     a     _     d     o     j     ʧː    e 
 
3. phonotactic lengthening (in word initial position) 
a. [567] 225 Italiano 
[ 87] 107 Rosignano Marittimo 
      a     _     k     a     z     o 
      a     _     kː    a     z     o 
 
b. [536] 225 Italiano 
[ 24] 107 Rosignano Marittimo 
   a     _     b     a     ʧ     ¡     o 
      a     _     bː    a     ʃ      i     o 
 For example, the same pair [ʧ]-[ʧː] appears both in 1.a and 2.b, as the result of different 
phonetic processes, namely consonantal lengthening occurring in intervocalic position and 
palatalization of preconsonantal /l/ followed by lengthening of the following consonant. 
Note that the involved phonetic phenomena show quite a different areal distribution. 
 
For the time being, the representation of context includes:  
- vowel (V);  
- consonant (C);  
- both (i.e. matching vowel and consonant, encoded as B);  
- indel (-);  
- word boundary (_);  
- unknown (?).  
 
In principle finer-grained distinctions can be resorted to in the representation of context 
information, with the danger of increasing the data sparseness problem. 
 
3.2.2. Constraints on extracted segment pairs (Step 1) 
In the previous section, we have seen that extracted phonetic segment pairs are 
formalised as follows: 
 
[L_contx|phonetic_realization_in_Ref|R_contx]:[L_contx|phonetic_realization_in_Lx|R_contx] 
 
Extracted segment pairs represent the basis of this study: i.e. each dialectal variety 
spoken in a given location is described in terms of the set of phonetic realizations of the 
underlying phonetic segment in the reference variety. This entails that extracted segment 
pairs should testify productive phonetic processes only. For this reason, from the set of 
extracted segment pairs we pruned out the segment pairs attested for single words only. 
This is the case, for instance, of the segment pair V|n|C:V|r|C, originating from the 
comparison of phonetic variants of the word fanfarone „boaster‟ which included among its 
phonetic variants also farfarone: here, we cannot exclude that the attested variation is 
lexically driven, i.e. it originates from an assimilation process. 
 
The parameters which could be used to define the set of extracted segment pairs thus 
include: 
- the minimum number of words from which the same phonetic segment pairs could be 
extracted (at least 2 on the basis of what it was said above); 
- the number of locations with respect to which the same phonetic segment pair has 
been attested. 
 
3.2.3. Treatment of multiple responses (Step 1) 
In a dialectal corpus of atlas data, in principle the same questionnaire item can be 
assigned multiple responses, attested either by the same informant or by different 
informants belonging to the same community.  
 
In the case of ALT data, for each attested response type to the same questionnaire item 
within the same location we also know the number of informants who attested it. This is to 
say that also the frequency of occurrence of a given response in a given location is 
available in the ALT data set.  
 
In previous dialectometric studies of Tuscan dialectal variation (Montemagni 2007, 2008), 
the treatment of multiple responses was carried out along the lines suggested by 
Nerbonne and Kleiweg (2003), where the distance was computed “between sets of strings 
where the sets represent alternative lexicalizations. The basic idea is that we average the 
distances between the individual strings where we consistently choose pairs in a way that 
minimizes the distance measure”.  
 
In this study, given the availability of token frequency information, different options have 
been provided to deal with multiple phonetic variants of the same NF within the same 
location, namely:  
 
1. average over multiple phonetic variants tokens. In this way, the token frequency is 
used to determine the importance of each variant within a given location; 
2. average over multiple phonetic variants types. In this way, the relative frequency of 
individual types is ignored and each option is weighted equally. This is the option 
followed in previous studies; 
3.  “majority vote”, i.e. only the most frequent phonetic variant is considered for a given 
location. 
 
The availability of these different options can help exploring the role of frequency in the 
study of dialectal variation, which still represents an open issue worth being investigated. 
As stated in Wieling and Nerbonne (2009, p.30), “while it stands to reason that more 
frequently encountered variation would signal dialectal affinity more strongly, it is also the 
case that inverse frequency weightings have occasionally been applied (Goebl, 1984), and 
have been shown to function well”. 
 
3.2.4. Single segment pairs (Step 1) 
The analysis can be based either on all extracted segment pairs or on a subset of them. In 
the previous version of the method, the latter case was handles by specifying a given 
phonetic segment with the results that all segment pairs including it on either side (i.e. in 
either the target or reference location) were selected for the analysis. By doing in this way 
it would have been impossible to focus on specific linguistic phenomena, since the 
extracted data would have included pairs relating to different phonetic phenomena.  
 
Consider, for example, the plosives in Tuscan dialectal variation: both voicing and 
devoicing of plosives are attested as productive processes in Tuscany, though with a 
different geographic distribution: 
1. devoicing of plosives in intervocalic position 
V|g|V#V|k|V attested wrt the Tuscan words aghetto and agaiolo; 
2. voicing of plosives in intervocalic position 
V|k|V#V|g|V: a more productive process wrt the previous one, attested wrt words 
such as vicolo, albicocca, bacherozzolo, capocollo, ciuco, grattacacia, idraulico, oca, 
radica, rancico, ricotta, rustico, strabico, etc.. 
 
The same applies to other phenomena such as  lengthening and shortening of plosives: 
3. lengthening of plosives in intervocalic position 
V|t|V#V|tː|V: attested wrt ditale and sito;  
4. shortening of plosives in intervocalic position 
V|tː|V#V|t|V: a more productive process wrt the previous one, attested wrt words 
such as bottiglia, aghetto, bigotto, bruschetta, etc. 
 
In order to make it possible to focus on specific phonetic phenomena, in the new version of 
the method when one or more phonetic segment(s) are specified, all segment pairs 
including them on the reference side are selected for the analysis. 
 
3.2.5. Representativeness vs Distinctiveness (Step 3) 
Wieling and Nerbonne (2009) calculate the importance of each phonetic segment pair by 
combining two different features, i.e. „representativeness‟ and „distinctiveness‟, where the 
former indicates the proportion of varieties in a given cluster which contain the sound 
correspondence and the latter indicates how prevalent a segment pair is in its own cluster 
as opposed to other clusters.  
 
To be able to rank the segment pairs based on their distinctiveness and 
representativeness, these two values need to be combined. Different options have been 
experimented with by Wieling and Nerbonne (2009, 2010), namely:  
a) taking the average of both values; 
b) weigth distinctiveness twice wrt representativeness.  
 
Different ways of combining the two values have been experimented with the ALT data set. 
Due to the strong similarity holding between the investigated dialectal varieties, it appears 
that option b) above leads to uninteresting results; the first option is better but still includes 
some noisy data. Experiments are being carried out to identify the best balance between 
the two scores wrt the linguistic peculiarities of ALT data. 
 
4. Current directions of research 
The report documents the activity carried out during the Short Term Mobility stay at the 
University of Groningen, which focussed on two main lines of research: a) preparation of 
the data set; b) adaptation and customization of the method with respect to the peculiar 
problems posed by the ALT data set. Currently, experiments are being carried out both 
with stardard Italian and Latin as reference varieties and results are being compared with 
Tuscan dialectological literature. 
 
Preliminary results were presented at the XI Congresso della Società di Linguistica e 
Filologia Italiana (SILFI) which was held in Napoli on 5-7 October 2010, through a joint 
contribution entitled “Patterns of language variation and underlying linguistic features: a 
new dialectometric approach” by Simonetta Montemagni, Martijn Wieling, Bob de Jonge 
and John Nerbonne. The presented poster is attached at the end of the report. 
 
 
       Il Fruitore 
       Simonetta Montemagni 
 
 
       Il Proponente 
       Vito Pirrelli 
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6. Appendixes 
 
6.1. ALT-RuG L04 data files: syntax for location and informants 
codes  
 
ALT-RuG L04 data files with frequency information 
 
: 100 Caprese Michelangelo 
- aʃino 
- aʃino 
- aʃino 
… 
 
Location line 
Es.  
: 100 Caprese Michelangelo 
it contains the following information types: 
Numeric_location_id (100) and place_name (Caprese Michelangelo)  
 
Phonetic variant tokens are reported one for each line starting with a dash (“-“). Frequency 
information can be reconstructed by counting the occurrences of the same phonetic variant token. 
 
ALT-RuG L04 data files with informant details 
 
: 100 Caprese Michelangelo-1-1 
# f;81;1898;2;9;2;1 
- aʃino 
 
Location line 
Es.  
: 100 Caprese Michelangelo-1-1 
it contains the following information types: 
Numeric_location_id (100) place_name (Caprese Michelangelo) inquiry_id (1) informant_id (1) 
where 
- the value of inquiry_id is numeric 
- the value of informant_id is alphanumeric 
Note that the numbering of informants reflects age (older informants are assigned lower alpha-
numeric identifiers (i.e. informants labelled as 1 or A are older than 5 and C respectively). The 
ordering of identifiers follows the age ranking. 
 
Informant line 
Es. 
# f;81;1898;2;9;2;1 
Fields separated by “;” 
For each informant the following information types are provided: 
- sex (f/m) 
- age of the informant at the time of the interview 
- year of birth 
o the two information types are useful due to the fact that ALT interviews were carried 
out in a time span of 20 years 
- education encoded as follows: 
o 1: illiterate or semi-literate; 
o 2: primary school (not necessarily completed); 
o 3: middle school (not necessarily completed); 
o 4: so-called “Istituto Professionale” which is a type of high school providing 
secondary education oriented toward more practical subjects, enabling the students 
to start searching for a job as soon as they have completed their studies, typically 
after 3 years instead of 5 (not necessarily completed); 
o 5: high school (not necessarily completed); 
o 6: university degree (not necessarily completed); 
- current and past profession, encoded as follows: in the first profession field it is reported the 
current profession, whereas the other two contain past professions, if any. The profession 
codes are provided below: 
o 1: farmer, farmhand, shepherd 
o 2: craftsman 
o 3: trader 
o 4: executive or auxiliary employee 
o 5: manager, concept employee, nurse 
o 6: teacher, freelance 
o 7: unskilled worker, apprentice 
o 8: skilled worker 
o 9: non-professional status (student, housewife, retired) 
 
6.2. CDI-ALT to IPA conversion: correspondence table 
 
 CDI-ALT IPA-full 
conversion 
IPA 
suprasegm. 
IPA-
simplified 
CDI-ALT 
compositional 
representation 
Notes 
1.  ª ə  ə @  
2.  Ä ə Stress ə @8  
3.  a a  a a  
4.  „ æ  æ a3  
5.  ± æ  æ a37  
6.  • æ Stress æ a378  
7.  ‡ æ Stress æ a38  
8.  †    a a7  
9.  •   Stress a a78  
10.  Á a Stress a a8  
11.  b b  b b  
12.  å β  β b5  
13.  _ ʧ  ʧ C  
14.  â ʃ  ʃ C5 See n.106 
15.  d d  D d  
 CDI-ALT IPA-full 
conversion 
IPA 
suprasegm. 
IPA-
simplified 
CDI-ALT 
compositional 
representation 
Notes 
16.  ï dʲ  dʲ D  
17.  æ ð  ð d5  
18.  e e  e e  
19.  Œ e   e e0  
20.  ‘ e    e e07  
21.  ˜  e   Stress e e078  
22.  ‹ e  Stress e e08  
23.  ² e  e e1  
24.  ’ e   e e17  
25.  ™ e  Stress e e178  
26.  “ e Stress e e18  
27.  À ε  ε e2  
28.  ‚ ε  ε e27  
29.  š ε Stress ε e278  
30.  ” ε Stress ε e28  
31.  • e   e  e4  
32.  ‚ e Stress e e8  
33.  f f  f f  
34.  ° ʤ  ʤ G  
35.  g g  g g  
36.  ¬ ɣ  ɣ g5  
37.  ® ʒ  ʒ G5 See n.107 
38.  - gˠ  gˠ g6  
39.  h h  h h  
40.  i i  i i  
41.  Ó I  i i2  
42.  Ï  i    i i27  
43.  è i  Stress i i278  
44.  ¾ i Stress i i28  
45.  ¸ j  j i4  
46.  Æ i   i  i7  
47.  é i Stress i i78  
48.  ¡ i Stress i i8  
49.  ¯  gʲ  gʲ J  
50.  Õ kʲ  kʲ j  
51.  k k  k k  
 CDI-ALT IPA-full 
conversion 
IPA 
suprasegm. 
IPA-
simplified 
CDI-ALT 
compositional 
representation 
Notes 
52.  Ö x  x k5  
53.  l l  l l  
54.  í ʎ  ʎ L  
55.  ä ʟ  ʟ l6  
56.  m m  m m  
57.  n n  n n  
58.  ë ɲ  ɲ N  
59.  Å ɳ  ɳ n1  
60.  ì ŋ  ŋ n6  
61.  o o  o o  
62.  ñ o   o o0  
63.  ô o    o o07  
64.  ü o   Stress o o078  
65.  ø o  Stress o o08  
66.  ò o  o o1  
67.  õ o   o o17  
68.  ý o  Stress o o178  
69.  ù o Stress o o18  
70.  ó ɔ  ɔ o2  
71.  ö ɔ  ɔ o27  
72.  þ ɔ Stress ɔ o278  
73.  ú ɔ Stress ɔ o28  
74.  ‛ ø  ø o3  
75.  ÷ ø  ø o37  
76.  ð ø Stress ø o378  
77.  û ø Stress ø o38  
78.  « o Stress o o8  
79.  Ú ɔ  ɔ o9  
80.  Ã ɔ Stress ɔ o98  
81.  p p  p p  
82.  ç ɸ  ɸ p5  
83.  î ɖ  ɖ R  
84.  r r  r r  
85.  Ù ɽ  ɽ r1  
86.  s s  s s  
87.  S z  z S  
 CDI-ALT IPA-full 
conversion 
IPA 
suprasegm. 
IPA-
simplified 
CDI-ALT 
compositional 
representation 
Notes 
88.  t t  t t  
89.  Ø tʲ  tʲ T  
90.  ê θ  θ t5  
91.  u u  u u  
92.  ¤ u   u u2  
93.  Ý y  y u27  
94.  Û u   Stress u u278  
95.  µ u  Stress u u28  
96.  ü y  y u3  
97.  Þ y  y u37  
98.  Ü y Stress y u378  
99.  ¶ y Stress y u38  
100.  ¨  w  w u4  
101.  © u   u  u7  
102.  É  u  Stress u  u78  
103.  £ u  u u8  
104.  v v  v v  
105.  Ò ʑ  ʑ w See n.109 
106.  Ç ʃ  ʃ x See n. 14 
107.  Ð ʒ  ʒ X See n. 37 
108.  Ÿ ɕ  ɕ x5  
109.  • ʑ  ʑ X5 See n.105 
110.  Ô ɟ  ɟ Y  
111.  × ʣ  ʣ Z  
112.  z ʦ  ʦ z  
 
6.3. Selected experimental data set 
This Table is still under completion.  
 
Normalised 
form 
English 
translation 
ALT-CDI 
transcription 
IPA 
transcription 
Latin etymology IPA transcription 
edera ivy “dera edera hĕderam  
orso bear ùrso orso    
oca goose úka ɔka    
occhio eye úkk¸o ɔkːjo ŏculum  
acino grape Á_ino aʧino    
Normalised 
form 
English 
translation 
ALT-CDI 
transcription 
IPA 
transcription 
Latin etymology IPA transcription 
acqua cotta Lit. „boiled 
water‟, 
designating a 
traditional 
Tuscan soup  
Ákk¨a kútta akːwa kɔtːa    
albero tree Álbero albero ărborem  
andito passage Ándito andito ădĭtŭm  
ape bee Ápe ape ăpem  
asino ass Ásino asino    
aspite aspite Áspide aspide    
aspito aspito Áspido aspido    
a bacio to kiss a ba_¡o a baʧio    
a caso Random a kÁSo a kazo    
a cavalluccio piggyback a kÁvall£__o a kavalːuʧːo    
a solatio in sunny a solat¡o a solatio    
abete fir ab“te abete abĭetem  
abeto abeto ab“to abeto abĭetem  
acquaio sink akk¨Á¸o akːwajo ăquārĭum  
agaiolo agaiolo aga¸úlo agajɔlo    
aghetto pond ag“tto agetːo    
agnella lamb aëë”lla aɲːɛlːa    
al sole sun al sùle al sole    
al tocco touch al tùkko al tokːo    
albicocca apricot Álbikúkka albikɔkːa    
allodola lark allúdola alːɔdola    
alloro laurel allúro alːɔro    
altalena swing Által“na altalena    
arancio orange arÁn_o aranʧo    
arcolaio spinning wheel ÁrkolÁ¸o arkolajo    
avvezzo accustomed avv“zzo avːeʦːo advitiātus  
becero yahoo b“_ero beʧero    
borsa bag bùrsa borsa    
boccia bowl bú__a bɔʧːa    
balzo leap bÁlzo balʦo bălteum  
bambola doll bÁmbola bambola    
bazza Bazza bÁ××a baʣːa    
baccano din bakkÁno bakːano bacchānal  
bacchettone bigot bakkettùne bakːetːone    
bacherozzolo bacherozzolo bakerúzzolo bakerɔʦːolo    
baciatura baciatura bÁ_at£ra baʧatura    
Normalised 
form 
English 
translation 
ALT-CDI 
transcription 
IPA 
transcription 
Latin etymology IPA transcription 
balordo stupid balùrdo balordo    
bardella pack-saddle bard”lla bardɛlːa    
bargigli wattles bar°¡ííi barʤiʎːi    
bastone stick bastùne bastone    
bastardo bastard bastÁrdo bastardo    
bazzone Bazzone ba××ùne baʣːone    
bubbola bells b£bbola bubːola upūpulam  
bernoccolo bump bernúkkolo bernɔkːolo    
beverone mash beverùne beverone    
bigotto bigot big«tto bigotːo    
bighellone loafer bigellùne bigelːone    
birignoccolo birignoccolo b¡riëëúkkolo biriɲːɔkːolo    
bindolo waterwheel b¡ndolo bindolo    
bordello brothel bord”llo bordɛlːo    
borraccina stonecrop borra__¡na borːaʧːina    
bottiglia bottle bott¡íía botːiʎːa butĭculam  
brace embers brÁ_e braʧe    
braciola chop bra_úla braʧɔla    
braciere brazier bra_”re braʧɛre    
brinata hoarfrost brinÁta brinata    
brindellone Brindellone brindellùne brindelːone    
broccione broccione bro__ùne broʧːone    
bruscolo mote br£skolo bruskolo    
bruschetta bruschetta brusk“tta brusketːa    
bischero dawg b¡skero biskero    
biscia snake biÇÇa biʃːa bēstiam  
butto throw b£tto butːo    
burrone ravine burrùne burːone burrunum  
burischio Burisch bur¡sk¸o buriskjo    
buzzo paunch b£××o buʣːo    
cenci rags _“n_i ʧenʧi    
ceppa log _“ppa ʧepːa    
ceppo log _“ppo ʧepːo cĭppum  
cesta basket _“sta ʧesta    
concio ashlar kùn_o konʧo cōmptum  
cacio cheese kÁ_o kaʧo cāseum  
caglio rennet kÁíío kaʎːo cŏāgŭlum  
capo head kÁpo kapo căput  
cagnara rumpus kaëëÁra kaɲːara    
Normalised 
form 
English 
translation 
ALT-CDI 
transcription 
IPA 
transcription 
Latin etymology IPA transcription 
calabrone hornet kalabrùne kalabrone crabrōnem  
caldano brazier kaldÁno kaldano    
calzoni trousers kalzùni kalʦoni    
camomilla chamomile kÁmom¡lla kamomilːa camomĭllam  
camposanto cemetery kÁmposÁnto kamposanto    
cantuccio corner kant£__o kantuʧːo    
cantonata corner kÁntonÁta kantonata    
capezzolo nipple kap“zzolo kapeʦːolo capĭtiolum  
capone capone kapùne kapone    
capocollo capocollo kÁpokúllo kapokɔlːo    
capomilla capomilla kÁpom¡lla kapomilːa    
carbonaio charcoal kÁrbonÁ¸o karbonajo carbonārium  
casino mess kas¡no kasino căsīnum  
castagneto chestnut kÁstaëë“to kastaɲːeto    
castagnaccio chestnut kÁstaëëÁ__o kastaɲːaʧːo    
catasta stack katÁsta katasta catăstam  
cavaocchi cavaocchi kÁvaúkki kavaɔkːi    
cavalletta grasshopper kÁvall“tta kavalːetːa    
ciccioli greaves _¡__oli ʧiʧːoli    
cenciaio cenciaio _en_Á¸o ʧenʧajo    
cenciaiolo ragpickers _en_Á¸úlo ʧenʧajɔlo    
cesoie shears _eSùie ʧezoie    
cetriolo cucumber _etriúlo ʧetriɔlo citrĭolum  
cigli eyelashes _¡ííi ʧiʎːi    
ciglia cilia _¡íía ʧiʎːa    
cigna Cigna _¡ëëa ʧiɲːa    
chicco bean k¡kko kikːo    
chiocciola snail k¸ú__ola kjɔʧːola    
chiorba chiorba k¸úrba kjɔrba    
chiasso noise k¸Ásso kjasːo    
chiacchierone jay k¸Ákk¸erùne kjakːjerone    
chiorbone chiorbone k¸orbùne kjorbone    
ciocca lock _úkka ʧɔkːa    
ciabatte slippers _abÁtte ʧabatːe    
ciucca ciucca _£kka ʧukːa    
ciccione fatty _i__ùne ʧiʧːone    
ciucco pacifier _£kko ʧukːo    
ciuco donkey _£ko ʧuko    
ciuffo tuft _£ffo ʧufːo    
Normalised 
form 
English 
translation 
ALT-CDI 
transcription 
IPA 
transcription 
Latin etymology IPA transcription 
ciliegia cherry _il¸”°a ʧiljɛʤa cerĕseam  
cimitero cemetery _¡mit”ro ʧimitɛro cimitērium  
cinquale Cinquale _ink¨Ále ʧinkwale    
cintolino garters _¡ntol¡no ʧintolino    
cintura belt _int£ra ʧintura    
cinturino strap _¡ntur¡no ʧinturino    
cipresso cypress _ipr”sso ʧiprɛsːo cyparĭssum  
cisoie cisoie _iSù¸e ʧizoje    
cimice bug _¡mi_e ʧimiʧe cīmicem  
cinghia belt _¡ng¸a ʧingja    
cintola waist _¡ntola ʧintola cĭnctulam  
cocomero watermelon kokùmero kokomero cucŭmerem  
coccinella ladybug kù__in”lla koʧːinɛlːa    
comare Gossip komÁre komare    
compagno companion kompÁëëo kompaɲːo companium  
compare appear kompÁre kompare cŏmpatrem  
coperchio cover kop”rk¸o kopɛrkjo copĕrculum  
covone sheaf kovùne kovone    
covata brood kovÁta kovata    
crognolo Crognolo krúëëolo krɔɲːolo    
crivello sieve kriv”llo krivɛlːo    
crusca bran kr£ska kruska    
cispa blear eyes _¡spa ʧispa    
citto citto _¡tto ʧitːo    
dolco Pyrus dùlko dolko    
desinare dinner d“SinÁre dezinare    
di nascosto secretly di naskùsto di naskosto    
di sguincio of sideways di Sg¨¡n_o di zgwinʧo    
di traverso askew di trav”rso di travɛrso    
dialetto dialect d¸al”tto djalɛtːo dĭălectum  
ditale thimble ditÁle ditale digitāle  
denti 
macellari 
teeth butchers d”nti ma_ellÁri dɛnti maʧelːari    
denti occhiali teeth glasses d”nti okk¸Áli dɛnti okːjali    
esoso hexose eSúSo ezɔzo exōsum  
fosso ditch fússo fɔsːo    
fango mud fÁngo fango    
falegname carpenter fÁleëëÁme faleɲːame    
fanfarone braggart fÁnfarùne fanfarone    
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faraona guinea fowl fÁraùna faraona pharaōnem  
farina dolce cake flour far¡na dùl_e farina dolʧe    
favilla spark fav¡lla favilːa    
ferraio blacksmith ferrÁ¸o ferːajo    
fettina slice fett¡na fetːina    
fiocco bow f¸úkko fjɔkːo flŏccum  
fiammifero match f¸am¡fero fjamifero flammĭferum  
fidanzato boyfriend fidanzÁto fidanʦato    
filone vein filùne filone    
filare spin filÁre filare    
focolare hearth fùkolÁre fokolare    
formaggio cheese formÁ°°o formaʤːo formāticum  
formica ant form¡ka formika formīcam  
formicola Tingly form¡kola formikola formīcolam  
fottio fuck fott¡o fotːio    
fragola strawberry frÁgola fragola frāgulam  
frana landslide frÁna frana frăginam  
fregatura swindle fr“gat£ra fregatura fricatūram  
fringuello finch fring¨”llo fringwɛlːo    
fuliggine soot ful¡°°ine fuliʤːine fulīginem  
fulminante fulminant fulminÁnte fulminante    
golpe coup gùlpe golpe vŭlpem  
gota cheek gúta gɔta    
ganza mistress gÁn×a ganʣa gangia  
ganzo guy gÁn×o ganʣo    
gazza magpie gÁ××a gaʣːa    
gazzera Gazzera gÁ××era gaʣːera    
gabinetto cabinet gÁbin“tto gabinetːo    
gallinella hen gÁllin”lla galːinɛlːa    
ghiaia gravel g¸Á¸a gjaja glāream  
ghiacciaia icebox g¸a__Á¸a gjaʧːaja    
ghiandaia jay g¸andÁ¸a gjandaja glandāriam  
ghiro dormouse g¡ro giro glīrem  
giubba jacket °£bba ʤubːa    
ginepro juniper °in“pro ʤinepro ienĭperum  
giomella giomella °om”lla ʤomɛlːa    
girino tadpole °ir¡no ʤirino gyrīnum  
gnocchi gnocchi ëëúkki ɲːɔkːi    
gomitolo ball gom¡tolo gomitolo glŏmitolum  
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governo government gov”rno govɛrno gŭbernum  
greppo chasm gr“ppo grepːo    
grappolo cluster grÁppolo grapːolo clăppulum  
grasso fat grÁsso grasːo    
grattacacia grattacacia grattakÁ_a gratːakaʧa    
grattugia grater gratt£°a gratːuʤa    
grembiule apron gremb¸£le grembjule    
grillo cricket gr¡llo grilːo grīllum  
grullo stupid gr£llo grulːo    
gelso mulberry °”lso ʤɛlso cĕlsam  
gemma gem °”mma ʤɛmːa    
guazza dew g¨Ázza gwaʦːa acquāceam  
guercio one-eyed gu”r_o guɛrʧo    
idraulico hydraulic idrÁ¨liko idrawliko hydrāulicum  
imbroglio cheat imbrúíío imbrɔʎːo    
imbranato clumsy imbranÁto imbranato    
in ghingheri dressed up in g¡ngeri in gingeri    
in proda on shore im prúda im prɔda    
l' anno scorso last year 's l Ánno skùrso l anːo skorso    
locco LOCKING lùkko lokːo    
lodola skylark lúdola lɔdola alāudam  
lampo flash lÁmpo lampo    
lavatoio wash lavatù¸o lavatojo lavatōrium  
licite Licite l¡_ite liʧite    
legnaiolo carpenter leëëa¸úlo leɲːajɔlo    
letame manure letÁme letame    
luna calante waning moon l£na kalÁnte luna kalante    
luna 
crescente 
crescent l£na kreÇÇ”nte luna kreʃːɛnte    
luna piena full moon l£na p¸”na luna pjɛna    
lupo wolf l£po lupo    
lucignola wick lu_¡ëëola luʧiɲːola    
lucertola lizard lu_”rtola luʧɛrtola    
lumaca snail lumÁka lumaka limācam  
livido livid l¡vido livido līvidum  
mento chin m“nto mento mĕntum  
moccolo snot mùkkolo mokːolo mŭcculum  
mogio dejected mú°o mɔʤo    
mota mota múta mɔta măltham  
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macchia stain mÁkk¸a makːja măcŭlam  
male di capo evil head mÁl di kÁpo mal di kapo    
male di testa headache mÁl di t”sta mal di tɛsta    
manfano manf mÁnfano manfano    
madonnina Madonna madonn¡na madonːina    
maggiolino cockchafer ma°°ol¡no maʤːolino    
magnano locksmith maëëÁno maɲːano    
maiale pork ma¸Ále majale maiālem  
maialino piglet ma¸al¡no majalino    
manciata handful man_Áta manʧata    
mangiatoia manger man°atù¸a manʤatoja    
matassa hank matÁssa matasːa matāxam  
materiale material mater¸Ále materjale    
mattarello mattarello mÁttar”llo matːarɛlːo    
melone melon melùne melone    
mestone mestone mestùne mestone    
midolla marrow midùlla midolːa medŭllam  
mietitura harvest m¸etit£ra mjetitura    
migliaccio Migliaccio miííÁ__o miʎːaʧːo miliācium  
mirtilli blueberries mirt¡lli mirtilːi    
mollica crumb moll¡ka molːika    
moine moine mo¡ne moine    
montone ram montùne montone multōnem  
mortadella mortadella mortad”lla mortadɛlːa    
moscone bluebottle moskùne moskone    
muschio moss m£sk¸o muskjo mūsculum  
muta pack m£ta muta mūtam  
noccola noccola núkkola nɔkːola    
nottola owl núttola nɔtːola nŏctulam  
nottolo owl núttolo nɔtːolo    
nappone nappone nappùne napːone    
nasone nose nasùne nasone    
nascondino hide naskond¡no naskondino    
nervoso nervous nervùso nervoso nervōsum  
nevischio sleet nev¡sk¸o neviskjo nivisculum  
noioso boring no¸ùso nojoso    
occhiali glasses okk¸Áli okːjali    
odori odors odùri odori odōres  
orecchio ear or“kk¸o orekːjo    
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orzaiolo sty or×aiúlo orʣaiɔlo    
pecchia bee p“kk¸a pekːja    
poggio knoll pú°°o pɔʤːo pŏdĭum  
palco stage pÁlko palko    
palo pole pÁlo palo pālum  
pancia belly pÁn_a panʧa pănticem  
papera gosling pÁpera papera    
papero gosling pÁpero papero    
padrino godfather padr¡no padrino patrīnum  
pagliaia Pagliaia paííÁ¸a paʎːaja    
pagliuzza mote paíí£zza paʎːuʦːa    
paletto pole pal“tto paletːo    
pancetta bacon pan_“tta panʧetːa    
pancione paunch pan_ùne panʧone    
paniere basket pann¸”re panːjɛre    
panzanella panzanella panzan”lla panʦanɛlːa    
papavero poppy papÁvero papavero papāverum  
pappavero pappavero pappÁvero papːavero    
parlata speech parlÁta parlata    
pastone mash pastùne pastone    
pastrano overcoat pastrÁno pastrano    
pelato peeled pelÁto pelato pīlātus  
pelliccia fur pell¡__a pelːiʧːa    
pettata t is pettÁta petːata    
pettirosso robin pettirùsso petːirosːo    
pioppo poplar p¸úppo pjɔpːo plōppum  
piaggia slope p¸Á°°a pjaʤːa    
piattola scraggy p¸Áttola pjatːola    
pignatta pot piëëÁtta piɲːatːa    
pipistrello bat pipistr”llo pipistrɛlːo    
pinzo pliers p¡nzo pinʦo    
pollone sucker pollùne polːone    
popone melon popùne popone pepōnem  
porcino porcine por_¡no porʧino porcīnum  
pozzanghera puddle pozzÁngera poʦːangera puteācula  
prese taken pr“se preze    
proda shore prúda prɔda    
prezzemolo parsley prezz“molo preʦːemolo    
primo quarto first quarter pr¡mo k¨Árto primo kwarto    
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prete priest pr”te prɛte    
pendolo pendulum p”ndolo pɛndolo    
pulcino chick pul_¡no pulʧino pullicēnum  
pulenda 
dolce 
Pulenda sweet pul”nda dùl_e pulɛnda dolʧe    
pupilla pupil pup¡lla pupilːa pupĭllam  
puzzo stink p£zzo puʦːo pūtium  
puzzola skunk p£zzola puʦːola putiolam  
rozzo crude rù××o roʣːo    
rocchio drum rúkk¸o rɔkːjo    
radica briar root rÁdika radika    
rancico Rancic rÁn_iko ranʧiko    
raspo stalk rÁspo raspo    
radice root rad¡_e radiʧe radīcem  
ragazza girl ragÁzza ragaʦːa    
ragazzo boy ragÁzzo ragaʦːo    
raganella treefrog ragan”lla raganɛlːa    
ramaiolo ladle rama¸úlo ramajɔlo    
raponzoli raponzoli rapùnzoli raponʦoli    
ravanelli radishes ravan”lli ravanɛlːi    
riccio hedgehog r¡__o riʧːo erīcium  
recinto fence re_¡nto reʧinto    
ricotta ricotta rikútta rikɔtːa    
rigatino bacon rigat¡no rigatino    
rimpiattino hide and seek rimp¸att¡no rimpjatːino    
ronzone Ronzone ron×ùne ronʣone    
rustico rustic r£stiko rustiko rūsticum  
segale rye s“gale segale    
semola semolina s“mola semola sĭmilam  
sorcio mouse sùr_o sorʧo sōricem  
sodo hard súdo sɔdo    
soglia threshold súíía sɔʎːa sŏleam  
salcio willow sÁl_o salʧo sălicem  
salice willow sÁli_e saliʧe    
sagrato churchyard sagrÁto sagrato sacrātum  
salamandra salamander salamÁndra salamandra salamăndram  
salciccia sausage sal_¡__a salʧiʧːa salsīcia  
salsiccia sausage sals¡__a salsiʧːa salsīcia  
salvastrella Burnet salvastr”lla salvastrɛlːa    
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sbornia drunkenness Sbúrn¸a zbɔrnja    
sbronza drunk Sbrùn×a zbronʣa    
scotta sheet skútta skɔtːa    
scapolo bachelor skÁpolo skapolo    
scaldaletto warming pan skaldal”tto skaldalɛtːo    
scaldino Warmer skald¡no skaldino    
scheggia splinter sk“°°a skeʤːa schĭdiam  
schiacciata crushed sk¸a__Áta skjaʧːata    
sciocco silly ÇÇúkko ʃːɔkːo    
sciapo sciapo ÇÁpo ʃapo    
sciamannone sciamannone ÇÇamannùne ʃːamanːone    
sciamannato sciamanno ÇÇamannÁto ʃːamanːato    
sciapito sciapo ÇÇap¡to ʃːapito    
uscio door £ÇÇo uʃːo ōstium  
scimmia monkey ÇÇ¡mm¸a ʃːimːja    
scoiattolo squirrel sko¸Áttolo skojatːolo scurĭolum  
scorciatoia shortcut skor_atù¸a skorʧatoja    
scricciolo wren skr¡__olo skriʧːolo    
seccatoio squeegee sekkatù¸o sekːatojo    
segatura sawdust segat£ra segatura    
sfoglia puff pastry sfúíía sfɔʎːa    
sugo sauce s£go sugo    
somaro ass somÁro somaro    
soppressata brawn soppressÁta sopːresːata    
sottana soutane sottÁna sotːana subtānam  
sporta shopping basket spúrta spɔrta spŏrtam  
spaccone braggart spakkùne spakːone    
spazzatura garbage spazzat£ra spaʦːatura    
spetezza spetezza spet“zza speteʦːa    
spigolo corner sp¡golo spigolo spīculum  
spranga bar sprÁnga spranga    
sputo spit sp£to sputo    
sedano celery s”dano sɛdano    
stolto fool stùlto stolto stŭltum  
stoppia stubble stùpp¸a stopːja    
stalla stable stÁlla stalːa    
stagnino tinsmith staëë¡no staɲːino stāgninum  
sito site s¡to sito sĭtum  
strolago loon strúlago strɔlago    
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strabico squint strÁbiko strabiko    
stracco tired strÁkko strakːo    
stradello Stradello strad”llo stradɛlːo    
stregone sorcerer stregùne stregone    
strullo Strullato str£llo strulːo    
strizza Winking str¡zza striʦːa    
succhiello gimlet sukk¸”llo sukːjɛlːo    
susina plum suS¡na suzina    
topo mouse túpo tɔpo    
talpa mole tÁlpa talpa tălpam  
tacchino turkey takk¡no takːino    
tagliere chopping board taíí”re taʎːɛre    
tarantola tarantula tarÁntola tarantola    
tartaglione Tartaglione tartaííùne tartaʎːone    
tartaruga tortoise tartar£ga tartaruga tartarūcam  
terriccio soil terr¡__o terːiʧːo    
testone blockhead testùne testone    
tincone tincone tinkùne tinkone    
tirato pulled tirÁto tirato    
topino Mouse top¡no topino    
trogolo trough trúgolo trɔgolo    
trabiccolo jalopy trab¡kkolo trabikːolo    
tirchio mean t¡rk¸o tirkjo    
trucioli chippings tr£_oli truʧoli    
testa head t”sta tɛsta tĕstam  
testo text t”sto tɛsto    
tuono thunder t¨úno twɔno tŏnum  
uggioso dull u°°ùso uʤːoso odiōsum  
uncinetto crochet un_in“tto unʧinetːo    
unguanno unguanno ung¨Ánno ungwanːo    
unguanno 
passo 
unguanno step ung¨Ánno 
pÁsso 
ungwanːo pasː
o 
   
volpe fox vùlpe volpe vŭlpem  
vaglio screen vÁíío vaʎːo văllum  
vagabondo vagabond vagabùndo vagabondo    
vicolo alley v¡kolo vikolo vīculum  
viottolo path v¸úttolo vjɔtːolo    
vitalba clematis vitÁlba vitalba    
vitellino calf vitell¡no vitelːino vitĕllinum  
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verro boar v”rro vɛrːo    
zeppa wedge zz“ppa ʦːepːa    
zozzo Zozzo zzùzzo ʦːoʦːo    
zolla clod ××úlla ʣːɔlːa    
zazzera mop zzÁzzera ʦːaʦːera    
zittella zittella zzitt”lla ʦːitːɛlːa    
zolfanello match ××olfan”llo ʣːolfanɛlːo    
ziro Ziro ××¡ro ʣːiro    
zuccone dodo zukkùne ʦukːone    
zizzola Zizzola ××¡××ola ʣːiʣːola    
becco beak b“kko bekːo bēccum  
caco persimmon kÁko kako    
ciglio edge _¡íío ʧiʎːo cĭlium  
grembiale apron gremb¸Ále grembjale    
lumacone snail lumakùne lumakone    
pagliaio haystack paííÁ¸o paʎːajo paleārium  
radici roots rad¡_i radiʧi radīces  
  
